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Introduction

Contribute their "truth", vision and expertise - to shape, modify and fill out
each piece of this framework. 
Evolove Leadership Principles to establish values. Apply Systems Thinking to
avoid missing systems that can result in failure. 

Embrace innovation and evolution.
Aim for excellence. Resist the gravitational pull of
mediocrity. Look at new information 3 times (first
surface impression, second mid-surface
impression, third deep understanding) and ask
others for input to find the most accurate
representation. 
 Take into account customer needs and thrive to
exceed them. 
Demand difference. Seek a new path forward and
chart this new course. 
Demonstrate integrity. If integrity causes analysis
paralysis, good is better than perfect. 
Deploy systems thinking to benefit humanity since
all are interconnected.

CORE VALUES EXAMPLES:

LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
EXAMPLES: 

Do what you do and do it well 
Be you and don't pretend to be anyone
else 
Write your own rules 
Embrace the turbulence and waves of
convergent - divergent thinking
Embrace kindness. If feeling compassion
fatigue its okay to take a break. 

This Proposal framework and develpment requires everyone's contribution and
collaboration - individual contributors, managers, senior managers, directors and
VPs have to avoid becoming a single point of failure resulting in the failure of the
whole Organization: 
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Goals and Objectives

Technology is not simply there for convenience, but rather it should be directly
associated with customer needs. A technology strategy ensures that the customer
needs are fulfilled by directly linking objectives of the technology strategy to customer
needs while producing profits and being sustainable. 

IT teams must still deliver utilitarian technology services. But they must also now have
the capacity to strategize how technology can shape what the enterprise offers for
products and services as well as how it delivers those offerings.

IT-business alignment helps ensure that the organization and customers get the right
technology at the right time so key performance indicators are met and reach its
cultural-technological-business transformation goals and objectives -- whether those
are improving customer service or developing new revenue streams.

ALIGNMENT WITH TWITTER AND TESLA

It reduces digital friction because Twitter is able to deliver technology that is easier
for workers, customers and partners to use.This has a huge impact on an
organization's achievement of objectives and productivity.
Customer engagement, cost reduction and productivity improve.
Organizations gain more visibility into pain points in both business processes and the
technology that supports them.
It fuels innovation, as teams are better able to identify problems and opportunities
that can be addressed through the use of technology. This triggers the concept of
co-creation, and that creates more value for the organization.
It results in faster delivery times and improves speed to market due to increased
collaboration and innovation.
It increases ability to deliver technology that drives business strategy and goals.
It provides a competitive advantage in the marketplace.

BENEFITS OF TWITTER-TESLA ALIGNMENT

https://www.techtarget.com/searchcio/definition/business-transformation
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Goals and Objectives

Technology is not simply there for convenience, but rather it should be directly
associated with business needs. A technology strategy ensures that the business needs
are fulfilled by directly linking objectives of the technology strategy to business needs.

IT teams must still deliver utilitarian technology services. But they must also now have
the capacity to strategize how technology can shape what the enterprise offers for
products and services as well as how it delivers those offerings.

IT-business alignment helps ensure that the organization gets the right technology at
the right time so it can meet its key performance indicators and reach its business
transformation goals and objectives -- whether those are improving customer service
or developing new revenue streams.

ALIGNMENT WITH THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE, TWITTER AND
TESLA

It reduces digital friction because Twitter is able to deliver technology that is easier
for workers, customers and partners to use.This has a huge impact on an
organization's achievement of objectives and productivity.
Customer engagement, cost reduction and productivity improve.
Organizations gain more visibility into pain points in both business processes and the
technology that supports them.
It fuels innovation, as teams are better able to identify problems and opportunities
that can be addressed through the use of technology. This triggers the concept of
co-creation, and that creates more value for the organization.
It results in faster delivery times and improves speed to market due to increased
collaboration and innovation.
It increases ability to deliver technology that drives business strategy and goals.
It provides a competitive advantage in the marketplace.

BENEFITS OF TWITTER-TESLA ALIGNMENT 

DEVELOP TWITTER-TESLA ALIGNMENT BEST PRACTICES 
Create shared accountability and shared value realization between Twitter and
Tesla. This can no longer sit just on the shoulders of the technical team. Train
functional team members to manage the technology portfolio to support shared
accountability.
In addition to becoming good communicators, develop good listening skills to
understand what the current state is and what would look great in a future state.
Embed technologists within the business units and have Twitter workers engage
directly with their business unit counterparts by attending meetings and adopting
Agile, MLOps and DevOps practices that promote collaboration. Then technology
becomes a natural part of the business.
Create incentives for employees throughout the organization to work toward
Twitter-Tesla unit collaboration.

https://www.techtarget.com/searchcio/definition/business-transformation
https://www.techtarget.com/searchcio/reference/CIO-job-description-Chief-information-officer-responsibilities
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Goals and Objectives

It’s crucial to the success of a team. Having a compelling, shared team vision is
crucial to the success of the team, as it allows all of the team to stay focused and
move forward in the same direction. Conversely, not having a vision can dramatically
hurt the team through lack of focus and a commensurate lack of momentum.Team
members need to know where they’re going. 
A clear team vision means that everyone on the team knows where they’re going, if
they’re on track, and what success looks like.
It helps teams decide what to work on. A clear team vision helps teams make trade-
offs and prioritize. Managers should tie back to the team vision when communicating
decisions.

Ensure a long-term vision, focused on the future that looks into the horizon to try to
predict what the organization’s business needs will be based on the market and
competition. While at the same time understanding that change will take time, and is
achieved through series of milestones, objectives, and goals.

DEVELOP LONG-TERM VISION

LONG-TERM VISION BENEFITS

Everyone on the team knowing the team vision becomes committed to it and has a
stake in it. When each team member and their staff buy into the team vision and
how their specific role contributes to it, productivity goes up.
If team members understand and believe in the team vision, the team achieves
better results as it gives team members extra motivation to push that little bit more
when dealing with difficult situations. They’ll also put their own interests aside to
achieve the organization’s goals.
A good team vision stimulates teams on both the emotional and intellectual levels. It
challenges and excites them, which inspires them to work towards it.

Defining charachteristiscs of high-performing team is that they always have a clear team
vision (where they are going) and purpose (clarity on why they exist):

LONG-TERM VISION PROPOSAL
Build a universal platform which serves a single source of reliance for the customers,
so they go to Twitter instead of using a myriad of different apps 
Use data given with the customer's consent to fill in current missing data due to male-
dominant world to shape AGI and its future
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Goals and Objectives

When technology is aligned with customer-business needs and implemented at the right time, there are direct
efficiencies that are gained. These efficiencies can be in the form of increased employee output (production,
performance, etc.), improved customer communication (response, experience, etc.), and enhanced team
collaboration (sharing information, solving problems, etc.), all of which make an organization more agile.

An operationally efficient organization has a better resource allocation strategy, quality resource utilization,
better revenue, product innovation, and enhanced customer loyalty.By maximizing the amount of value-added
work employees do, an operational efficiency exercise can make a business much more competitive and
profitable.

INCREASE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY PROPOSAL
Automate repeatable work 
Support people

Manage employee time wisely and transparently 
Make sure that nobody is overbooked with work 
Make sure that come of the employees do not sit on the bench 
Set right KIPs for each team member 

Facilitate cross-departmental collaboration 
Keep everyone on the same page 
Create a culture of psychological safety 

Leadership admits their mistakes 
Everyone recognizes gaps in their knowledge and feels comfortable asking about things they don’t
know
Candid feedback becomes a routine
All employee voices are equally respected and encouraged

Lead by example 
Develop financial strategy

Carry project financial analysis and identify projects that are improving operational efficiency
Say no to low margin work 
Balance between long-term and short-term projects. Long-term projects require more documentation
and infrastructure 

Leverage technology to
Measure operational efficiency
Remove barriers to the data flow and analysis

HIRE MORE PEOPLE WHEN 
Teams constantly overshoot deadlines, having more critical tasks than their capacity can handle
Customer complaints increase, as the quality of work suffers
Team members working longer hours one too many items 
People ignore new ideas and initiatives, putting them on the backburner
Revenue growth slows down as measured by opportunities that are turned down
Experienced team members are assigned basic tasks way too often as you’re not crystal clear on their roles 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Goals and Objectives

As software domain becomes increasingly competitive, designing an advantage is essential to success
and ensuring that any competitive advantages team achieves is sustainable. The team might lose some
of the gains achieved, such as speeding up deliveries and lowering prices, as the competitors can do the
same and catch up. 

COMPETETIVE ADVANTAGE

COMPETETIVE ADVANTAGE PROPOSAL 
Automate all processes 
Invest into employees
Develop a digital showroom 
UX Design results in a competitive advantage 
Leverage data analytics, data science and machine learning 

 Develop new products that are important to customers 
Manage customer relationships better (UGHM - impossible)
Gain visibility to software development operations and opportunities for improvement 
Tailor your offerings to target specific customer needs 
Find, attract, and retain valuable customers 
Customize marketing plans 
Identify new market opportunities  



Capex  Needs
Establish deployed infrustructure analysis of each department in terms of infrastructure,
components and processes flow and involved components in terms of data, hardware,
software, people.

DEPLOYED INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Cybersecurity - consider a new defense "Zero Trust" strategy. You might take bits
and pieces from there
Infrastructure security 
Emergency communications 
Risk Management 

Establish strenghtened security for each department in terms of data infrastructure,
software, people, processes and components:

STRENGTHENED SECURITY

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

PEOPLE

PROCESSES FLOW
INFRASTRUCTURES
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DATA

COMPONENTS ANALYSES

DEPLOYED IT ANALYSIS

Capabilities 
Objectives
Processes 
Business - IT and Twitter-Tesla Alignments 
Direction

Create information technology capability for maximum, sustainable value for an
organization and to create shareholder value:
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Set Up aProject
Timeline
DISCOVERY

UPGRADE
INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN

INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT

DISCOVERY

ALIGNEMENT DEVELOPMENT BETWEEN SYSTEMS  

UPGRADED INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGNS

INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
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Twitter Strategy 
Development 

Software Development Process 
Machine Learning Development Process 

VISION: TWITTER PURPOSE 

Home: Menu (can be expanded since most
important services are under More), mainstream,
what is happening (needs a filter/menu), whom to
follow (needs to be expanded)
Explore. The recommender system needs to be
adjusted, because it is not based on my requests 
I would like "Sports" to be more structured by
discipline. Same with Entertainment. Images help
more. 
Bookmarks. Can be self-organizing with a
recommender systems and have a larger drilldown. 

CURRENT TWITTER CAPABILITY

Break down Twitter data mapping, tracking, and cataloging processes and will produce Machine
Learning, Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision, and Reinforcement Learning based
predictions to evolve machine-human interaction between internal Twitter balanced processes and
external marketing, cybersecurity, and environmental processes. 
Display the results in visual analytics systems and act as a single source of truth for the Twitter team:
Users, Employees and Executives.

FUTURE TWITER CAPABILITY 

WHAT CAN BE DONE FIRST
Preliminary Twitter Analysis
Preliminary Twitter Automation Assessment  
Preliminary Twitter Vulnerabilities Assessment 
Preliminary Twitter Data Mapping and Transformation Assessements
Preliminary Twitter Software Develpment Assessement 
Preliminary Twitter UX Design Assessment 

Analytics Development Process 
Data Transformation Process 

All other "wishes" are in my crazy Tweets and other people's
Tweets. Enjoy yourselves reading this crap. Can modify later. 

CURRENT TWITTER CAPABILITY GAPS 
No single source of truth is provided by other information providers. For example, I would like to have a
calendar, be able to post code, make notes, blah blah blah. All this comes later as you grow. In the future, I
see a universal app that combines everything in one, so I do not have to go anywhere else.  
To be determined by Twitter employees and Users. 
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Twitter Strategy 
Development 

Phase 0: Current phase
Phase 1: Evolution into modern software based on manual input by users (if not done)
Phase 2: Evolve data visualization
Phase 3: Cybersecurity integration and implementation into visualization systems
Phase 4: Map all inputs and outputs produced by users and train a neural network (a black box) to predict
demand and timing. 
Phase 5: Use reinforcement learning algorithms and balance exploration (training on new data points) and
exploitation (use of previously captured data) of internal and external processes and catalogs (marketing and
environmental). 
Phase 6: Use Natural Language Processing to process all text data 
Phase 7: Use Computer Vision to process all visual data 
Phase 8: Use swarm optimization algorithms to predict the critical required number of materials, products,
and customers based on their segmentation. 
Phase 9: Predicts social tipping points for social, environmental, and marketing demands. 
Phase 10: Predict and matches demand and KO timing with the market needs to be based on the predictions
above. 

TWITTER DEVELOPMENT STAGES (MODIFY THE WAY YOU WANT IT)

WHAT CAN BE DONE FIRST
Preliminary Twitter Analysis
Preliminary Twitter Automation Assessment  
Preliminary Twitter Vulnerabilities Assessment 
Preliminary Twitter Data Mapping and Transformation Assessements
Preliminary Twitter Software Develpment Assessement 
Preliminary Twitter UX Design Assessment 
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Teams Operational
Efficiency Development 

Software Development Process 
Machine Learning Development Process 
Analytics Development Process 
Data Transformation Process 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Onboarding Template 
Status Report Template 
Retrospectives 
Problem Framing 
Weekly 1-1 Template 
Working agreements 
To do-lists 
Daily standup
Capacity planning 
Decision documentation 
Product launch template 
Premortem 
SWOT analysis 
OKRs 
Project Kickoff

DEVELOP PRODUCTIVITY TEMPLATES 

Contractor onboarding and management 
Team structure, organization, and communication in the office and remotely via team topologies 
Communication and responsibilities assessment strategies
Diverse environment conflict and resolution strategies 

DEVELOP TEAM ORGANIZATION AND COMMUNICATION PROCESSES 

Install Daily Standup Bot in Scrum or Webex (Agile Polly, Standuply, Scrum Genius) to monitor daily
progress via dashboards which can be emailed to managers. Balance to prevent excessive
survelaince. The systems to be used to resolve obstacles faster as a team. 
Install Automated Retro Tool 
Set up Document Management Systems that work with Wrike or Other PM software (Confluence,
Monday) to enhance real-time collaboration and minimize meetings
Install Meeting tool integration with Calendar (Daily meetings and checkpoints) 

AUTOMATE TEAMS PROCESSES

WHAT CAN BE DONE FIRST
Preliminary Team Organization, Communication and Bottlenecks Assesement in
agile and lean startup methodologies  
Preliminary Teams Processes Automation Assessement 
Preliminary Team Onboarding and Support Assessment 
Preliminary Team Productivity Templates Assessement 
Collection of Team Productivity Training Materials 
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Product Development 

Idea Development 
Editing and Selection
Prototype Creation
Analysis
Product Creation 
Market Testing 
Commercialization

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Change Ideas
Modify an Existing Product 
Increase Product Value  
Offer a trial 
Specialize and Customize 
Create Package Deals 
Create New Products 
Find New Markets 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES 

Concept/Ideate – Generate new ideas
Feasibility study and design planning – Making the right choices
Design & development – Building the vision 
Testing & verification – Prototype, iterate, rinse, repeat 
Validation & produce collateral- Validate against customer needs
Manufacture/launch – Building your product
Continuous improvement – Feedback and review 
INTEGRATE WITH TESLA 

DEVELOP PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND PROCESSES 

Technology Risks 
Performance Risks 
Market Risks 
Organizational Risks 
Supply Chain Risks 
Financial Risks 

DEVELOP NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT RISKS

WHAT CAN BE DONE 
Preliminary Product Template and Product Analysis 
LINK: https://conceptboard.com/blog/7-ultimate-templates-product-
development/
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Integration Strategy Plan 

The integration strategy deals with the long-term plan for production and technology to support Twitter's
business objectives. It considers the types of companies to compete against, the products to make, and the
operations and technologies that will be required to make them. It is about a business strategy to determine
how Twitter wiill produce and how Twitter will compete.

INTEGRATION GOALS 

Integrate – strategy must be integrated into the overall business strategy.
Align – strategy must be aligned with the overall business strategy.
Monitor – strategy must be monitored and adjusted as necessary.
Compare – strategy must be compared to external factors that affect the company.
Develop – strategy must be developed based on the business strategy.
Direct – strategy must be directed to support the business strategy.

PROCEDURES FOR INTEGRATION STRATEGY 

Audit the Current Integration Strategy 
Develop a Decision Framework (Decision Science and Data Science - CAN BE DISCUSSED BEFORE CAN BE
DEVELOPED FURTHER)
Risk Assessment, Risk Analysis, Management and Mitigation of the problems processes and templates 

Product Risk 
Process Risk 
Machine/Equipment Risk 
Process Layout Risk 
Material Handling Risk 
Utility Risk 
Personnel/Training Risk 
Computer Risk 
Measurement Risk 
Aesthetics Risk 

INTEGRATION STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 

Reuse/Modification Risk  
Design Risk  
Manufacturing Technology Risk  
Manufacturing Location Risk  
Technology Risk 
Regulatory Risk 
Corruption Risk 
Conflict Risk 
Safety Risk 
Environmental Risk 

TWITTER SYSTEMS PROPOSAL SUGGESTIONS: 

WHAT CAN BE DONE 
Preliminary assessemnt of the the costs of product quality.
Preliminary assessment of which  organization should be used to manage each
project.
Preliminary assessment of project staffing: Experienced people.
Preliminary project staffing: to ensure the team has skills necessary to manage
the project.

Conventional R&D 
Market Penetration Production
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Revenue Strategy Plan 

Revenue Strategy
Financial Evaluation
Brand Integrity
Market Segmentation
Ideal Client/External Software Profile/ Personas 
Competetive Landscape 
Value Proposition
Innovation
Sales & Marketing Alignment 

STRATEGIC REVENUE

Project Management
Deployment Funnel
Account Development 
Vertical Market Development 
Client Asset Management 
Client Experience 

CLIENT/EXTERNAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

WHAT CAN BE DONE 
Preliminary analysis of Social Tipping Point and Marketing Predictions for Twitter
Marketing Points, Sales Strategy and Kick-Off Prediction for Twitter Evolution
Manifacturing and Marketing Alignment for producing gender-balanced Twitter
services
Marketing Sales Goals and Product Analysis and Its Integration with Twitter
LINK: https://www.resultist.com/blog/21-revenue-strategy-examples-to-
kickstart-your-revenue-growth

Distribution Models
Revenue Management
Pricing Models 
Direct Sales 
Partner Strategy
Sales Pipeline
Sales Compensation
Sales Management

INTEGRATED MARKETING
Lead Generation and Engagement 
CRM and Automation
Content 
Audiences & Communities
Web & Digital Properties
PR/ Opportunites/ Analytics 
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Enviroment Sustainability Goals

Make products with zero carbon impact by 2030 to reduce the effect of climate change on global
communities by finding solutions and taking inclusive action to fight it: 
Utilize efficient data mapping, utilization, and transformation to fulfill Twitter’s Energy Efficiency goal. 
Utilize efficient reinforcement learning algorithms to fulfill Twitter’s Energy Efficiency goal. 
Enable tracking of all outside software and customer requests to enable Twitter’s Goal to Avoid Direct
Emissions. 
Develop efficient predictions to enable more efficient allocation of Twitter information flow to fulfill
G20’s Low Carbon design of its products.

TWITTER ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS SUGGESTIONS

1. Remove redundant columns in the databases
2. Optimize the databases
3. Come up with a hypothesis before throwing algorithms at the data
4. Get rid of unnecessary data and stop data hoarding
5. Think about how the data models that I am building affect people's lives. 
6. Optimize my algorithms and package use to use minimal resources
7. Build a framework instead of just building a solution
8. Debias algorithms 
 
Below is a list of my favorite resources: 
 
Ethics resources: https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ethics-ai/
 
Diversifying and fostering inclusiveness in the workplace, promoting underrepresented women in the tech
industry, and bridging our differences:
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/antiracist_resources_from_greater_good
https://extension.psu.edu/cultural-sensitivity-in-the-workplace
https://vimeo.com/456734981
 
Soft-skill, leadership, communication, and assertiveness training to foster positive and healthy interactions
at work: 
http://www.clevelandconsultinggroup.com/articles/transcending-the-drama-triangle.php
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/assertive/art-
20044644#:~:text=Being%20assertive%20is%20a%20core,esteem%20and%20earn%20others'%20respect.
 
I love animals and care about the environment. I practice a vegan plastic-free lifestyle not without failures
from time to time. My aim is not perfection, but consistency. 
 
Join me on environmentally conscious, healthy, humane, and inclusive data practice!

DEVELOPMENT (BORROWED FROM MY LINKEDIN PROFILE)

WHAT CAN BE DONE 
Preliminary Twitter analysis and its alignment with Twitter and G20
environmental goals 
Proposal how to utilize Twitter data resources to align with G20 environmental
goals 
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Data Strategy Development 

Software Development Process 
Machine Learning Development Process 
Analytics Development Process 
Data Transformation Process 

DATA TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES 

Raw Data 
Cleaned Data 
Standard Reports 
Ad Hoc Reports and OLAP 
Self-Service BI Agile Visualization 
Predictive Analytics/ Machine Learning 
Prescriptive Analytics 
Autonomous Systems 

AI MATURITY CURVE

No single framework for data processing software tools and programming languages  
No cybersecurity framework to manage open source environments 
No comprehensive classes on Python Development and managing virtual environments 
No NLP strategy/ development/training 
No Computer Vision strategy/ development/ training 
No Reinforcement learning strategy/ development /training 
No Production/ Monitoring strategy/ development /training 
No data/ML pipelines strategy/development/training 
No comprehensive Data Processing Tools set up strategy/ development/ training

CURRENT DATA GAPS 

Python development/strategy/ training materials 
NLP development/ strategy/ training materials 
Computer Vision development/strategy/training materials 
Cybersecurity framework for open source development/strategy materials 
Comprehensive Data Processing Tools strategy/ development/ training materials 

WHAT TWITTER SYSTEMS ALREADY HAVE(FILL YOUR GAPS) 

WHAT CAN BE DONE 

Preliminary Data Transformation Assessment 
Preliminary Data AI Maturity Assessement 
Preliminary Data Gaps Assessment 
Preliminary Data Vulnerability/Leaks Assessment for all
departments 
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Software Strategy
 Development 

Requirements 
Assumptions and Dependencies 
General Constraints 
Goals and Guidelines 
Development Methods 

Requirements Analysis 
Risk and Risk Mitigation Analysis 
Edge cases 

System Documentation
ReadMe 
Source Code Documents 
User Guides 
Agile Product Maps 
User Experience Design Documents 

SOFTWARE HANDOFF STANDARDS AND TEMPLATES 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

WHAT CAN BE DONE 

Software Development Process Implemented in Wrike, Monday,
Confluence 
Software Handoff Standards and Templates 
User Guide Handouts   
Preliminatry Assessment of Software Development Processes   

Design and Architecture
Code-User Workflows 
UMLs
Pseudocode 
Troubleshooting Guide 

Technical Debt Assessment 
Status, Impact, Engineering Impact,
Business Impact 

Test Plans Standards 
Integration Tests 
Unit Tests 
Regression Tests 

Software Development Project
Management Process

Risks 
Models
Terminology

SOFTWARE TEAM PROCESSES 
Code Review Process which accounts for the diversity 
Debugging Processes and timelines for different types of bugs 
Agile/DevOps Software Implementation team processes 

Can ask me if you have any questions 



Twitter
Function

Risk of Concern Mitigations

Produce and
Provide IT

Products and
Services

 Production or distribution
of untrustworthy critical

product/service through a
successful manmade
deliberate attack on a

supply chain vulnerability
(Consequence: High;

Likelihood: Low) 

 Supply chain resilience though redundancy
and process controls -Existing Mitigation

Sourcing strategies (i.e., careful monitoring of
the availability and quality of critical raw

materials) -Existing Mitigation Product recall
informed by situational awareness and timely

response to compromised production -Existing
Mitigation 

Provide Internet
based Content,

Information, and
Communications

Services 

Manmade unintentional
incident caused in Internet
content services result in a

significant loss of
eCommerce capabilities

(Consequence: High;
Likelihood: Negligible) 

Policy and access controls -Existing Mitigation
 Security training for users and small

businesses -Mitigation Being Enhanced 
Enhance rerouting capabilities of the

Communications and IT Sectors -Potential
Future Mitigation 
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Cybersecurity Infrastructure
Management 

 At Twitter, respect for human rights begins with our commitment to treating everyone with dignity and respect. 

Twitter provides products and services that support the efficient operation of today’s global information-based
society. These products and services are integral to the operations and services provided by other critical
infrastructure Sectors. While Twitter's operations, products, services, and functions enhance efficiency and
effectiveness and increase the resilience of the information and technology numerous multifaceted global threats
from natural and manmade events on a daily basis. Many of these events occur frequently but do not have
significant consequences because of individual entities’ existing security and response capabilities.

PLAN 

RISK MANAGEMENT 
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Cybersecuirty Development 
 Management 

GENERAL SECURITY 
Documented threat models
Engineering plan to fail safely 
Documented data usage, safety, and privacy aspects
Develop hardened code
Develop the least privilege plan 

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY 
Mutual authentication plan 
Develop feasibility and appropriation authentication plan 
Develop encryption strategy 

BOOT-TIME SECURITY
Install safety guards to prevent trust in unauthenticated data or code 
Install safety guards to prevent to run of unauthorized code

RUN-TIME SECURITY 
Develop run-time security risks including malicious data 
Install Safety Guards to never trust unauthenticated data during run-time 
Enable cryptographic key protection

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SECURITY 
Develop in-field update mechanisms 
Develop a plan for devices and systems to be mutually authenticated and secured 

SECURITY FOR BACK-END SYSTEMS 
Develop a protection plan for intercommunication systems 

MONITORING FOR ADVANCED THREATS 
Develop a monitoring systems plan for defeating or avoiding the tenets above 
Include a security/safety moment during weekly meetings 
Develop a plan for safe onboarding of contractors
Develop a plan for privilege-based data and information access for contractors 
Develop troubleshooting and scanning systems and data for vulnerabilities plans 

1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.
a.
b.
c.

3.
a.
b.

4.
a.
b.
c.

5.
a.
b.

6.
a.

7.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

WHAT CAN BE DONE 

Preliminary Twitter systems vulnerabilties assessment:
Software Systems can be easily modified 
Software Systems can be easily hacked 
Data Storage Systems can be easily hacked 
Intellectual Property: materials processing, sequences,
components data and processes can be easily stolen 

CYBERSECURITY DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL

CURRENT TWITTER SYSTEMS GAPS: 
Possible Proprietary Data Exposure 
Customer backgrounds are not fully checked by staffing agencies
No clear structure for privileged access to Twitter is present 
Mac Laptop Systems Processes can be modified from a terminal window 

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Next Steps

C-suite to decide on vision, prioritization, organize cross-
functional effort with his peers, direct reports, and their skip levels 
Management to decide on vision, prioritization, and organize
cross-functional effort with his peers, direct reports, and their skip
levels. Suggestions for individual contributors and management:

Develop all work templates and implement senior
management and industrial experience 

MODIFY THIS PROPOSAL ACCORDING TO INDVIDUAL
NEEDS 

Legal 
Accounting and Audit 
Recruiting, HR, and Retaining
Environment 

DISCUS DESIRED CHANGES

FINALIZE AND AGREE ON THE PROPOSAL

LIFT OFF AND MAKE MONEY! 


